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Understanding how rights to resources are assigned and how they are controlled is critical to
designing and implementing effective strategies for environmental management and
conservation. This book is a nontechnical, interdisciplinary introduction to the systems of rights,
rules, and responsibilities that guide and control human use of the environment.
Creation and access to green spaces promotes individual human health, especially in
therapeutic contexts among those suffering traumatic events. But what of the role of access to
green space and the act of creating and caring for such places in promoting social health and
well-being? Greening in the Red Zone asserts that creation and access to green spaces
confers resilience and recovery in systems disrupted by violent conflict or disaster. This edited
volume provides evidence for this assertion through cases and examples. The contributors to
this volume use a variety of research and policy frameworks to explore how creation and
access to green spaces in extreme situations might contribute to resistance, recovery, and
resilience of social-ecological systems.
This fully updated new edition introduces the core concepts, central thinkers, and major works
of the burgeoning field of political ecology. Explores the key arguments and contemporary
explanatory challenges facing the sub-discipline Provides the first full history of the
development of political ecology over the last century and its theoretical underpinnings
Considers the major challenges facing the field now and for the future Study boxes introduce
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key figures in the development of the discipline and summarize their most important works
Fully updated to include recent events, such as the Gulf of Mexico Oil Spill, as well as both
urban and rural examples, from the developed and underdeveloped world
Since the Global Financial Crisis, economics has been under greater public scrutiny, revealing
a crisis in the discipline. This represented a potential turning point on how economics should
be thought and taught. Heterodox economics has played a prominent role in these discussions
revolving around new economics thinking and pluralism in economics. Yet, its identity,
aspirations, and pedagogy remain underexplored, contested, and somewhat opaque. This
volume brings together sixteen interviews with leading economists to understand what
heterodox economics is. How and why does an economist become heterodox? In which way
do heterodox economists see themselves as ‘different’ from mainstream economics? The
interviews shed light on what problems heterodox economists perceive in the mainstream;
elucidate the different contexts under which they operate in higher education; and provide
insights on their ontology and methodology. The reader will also find answers to the following
questions about the nature and state of heterodox economics: Do heterodox economists have
particular intellectual journeys, motives and aspirations? Is this reflected in their teaching
practices and strategies to achieve social change? What is the relation between heterodox
economics and the humanities and arts? Appealing to a diverse audience, including
philosophers, sociologists and historians of economic thought, the book will be of great interest
to anyone keen to find out more about the internal discussions in the economics discipline.
"This review looks at the Nation's legal, institutional, and economic capacity to promote forest
conservation and sustainable resource management. It focuses on 20 indicators of Criterion
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Seven of the so-called Montreal Process and involves an extensive search and synthesis of
information from a variety of sources. It identifies ways to fill information gaps and improve the
usefulness of several indicators. It concludes that there is substantial information about the
application of such capacities, although that application is widely dispersed among agencies
and private interests; which in turn has led to differing interpretations of the indicators.
Individual chapters identify a need to further develop the conceptual foundation on which many
of the indicators are predicated. While many uncertainties in the type and accuracy of
information are brought to light, the review clearly indicates that legal, institutional, and
economic capacities to promote sustainability are large and widely available in both the public
and private sectors."--P. vi.
The oceans cover 70% of the Earth’s surface, and are critical components of Earth’s climate
system. This new edition of Encyclopedia of Ocean Sciences summarizes the breadth of
knowledge about them, providing revised, up to date entries as well coverage of new topics in
the field. New and expanded sections include microbial ecology, high latitude systems and the
cryosphere, climate and climate change, hydrothermal and cold seep systems. The structure of
the work provides a modern presentation of the field, reflecting the input and different
perspective of chemical, physical and biological oceanography, the specialized area of
expertise of each of the three Editors-in-Chief. In this framework maximum attention has been
devoted to making this an organic and unified reference. Represents a one-stop. organic
information resource on the breadth of ocean science research Reflects the input and different
perspective of chemical, physical and biological oceanography, the specialized area of
expertise of each of the three Editors-in-Chief New and expanded sections include microbial
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ecology, high latitude systems and climate change Provides scientifically reliable information at
a foundational level, making this work a resource for students as well as active researches
Besides the erroneous assumption that tropical fisheries are ‘open access’, the cases
demonstrate that pre-existing systems (1) are concerned with the community of fishers and
ensuring community harmony and continuity; (2) involve flexible, multiple and overlapping
rights adapted to changing needs and circumstances; (3) that fisheries are just one component
of a community resource assemblage and depend on both the good management of linked
upstream ecosystems and risk management to ensure balanced nutritional resources of the
community; and (4) pre-existing systems are greatly affected by a constellation of interacting
external pressures.
Elements of Physical Oceanography is a derivative of the Encyclopedia of Ocean Sciences,
2nd Edition and serves as an important reference on current physical oceanography
knowledge and expertise in one convenient and accessible source. Its selection of articles--all
written by experts in their field--focuses on ocean physics, air-sea transfers, waves, mixing,
ice, and the processes of transfer of properties such as heat, salinity, momentum and
dissolved gases, within and into the ocean. Elements of Physical Oceanography serves as an
ideal reference for topical research. References related articles in physical oceanography to
facilitate further research Richly illustrated with figures and tables that aid in understanding key
concepts Includes an introductory overview and then explores each topic in detail, making it
useful to experts and graduate-level researchers Topical arrangement makes it the perfect
desk reference

This introductory text, the first of its kind, explores the central relationship between the
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kings of England and their bishops, from the Norman Conquest to the Magna Carta.
Wickson provides an approachable overview of the scholarship on this key subject,
making this an ideal starting-point for anyone who is studying high medieval England.
Nearly 90 percent of the earth's land surface is directly affected by human infrastructure
and activities, yet less than 5 percent is legally "protected" for biodiversity
conservation--and even most large protected areas have people living inside their
boundaries. In all but a small fraction of the earth's land area, then, conservation and
people must coexist. Conservation is a resource for all those who aim to reconcile
biodiversity with human livelihoods. It traces the historical roots of modern conservation
thought and practice, and explores current perspectives from evolutionary and
community ecology, conservation biology, anthropology, political ecology, economics,
and policy. The authors examine a suite of conservation strategies and perspectives
from around the world, highlighting the most innovative and promising avenues for
future efforts. Exploring, highlighting, and bridging gaps between the social and natural
sciences as applied in the practice of conservation, this book provides a broad,
practically oriented view. It is essential reading for anyone involved in the conservation
process--from academic conservation biology to the management of protected areas,
rural livelihood development to poverty alleviation, and from community-based natural
resource management to national and global policymaking.
An important continental work that brings Canadian, American, and Mexican
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perspectives on the role of regional planning and conservation of protected areas. The
first book of its kind to provide a tri-nation perspective on protected areas (and the role
of regional planning), including marine parks. Some areas discussed include:
Yellowstone National Park, Tijuana River National Estuarine, Yukon, Sky Islands
Wildlands, Baja California. This timely collection of essays presents new protected area
theory, method, and practice as an explicit part of regional planning. With a North
American focus, these essays consider the history of ecology, policy, and planning of
protected areas in the context of the fundamental need for a linkage with ongoing
regional planning. Includes an important chapter on the Commission on Environmental
Co-Operation (CEC), set up under NAFTA, that refers to a major marine program for
North America.
The response of the international community to the pressing socio-ecological problems
has been framed around the concept of ‘sustainable development’. The ecological
pressure, however, has continued to rise and mainstream sustainability discourse has
proven to be problematic. It contains an instrumental view of the world, a strong focus
on technological solutions, and the premise that natural and human-made ‘capitals’
are substitutable. This trajectory, which is referred to as ‘weak sustainability’,
reproduces inequalities, denies intrinsic values in nature, and jeopardises the wellbeing
of humans as well as other beings. Based on the assumptions of strong sustainability,
this edited book presents practical and theoretical alternatives to today’s unsustainable
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societies. It investigates and advances pathways for humanity that are ecologically
realistic, ethically inclusive, and receptive to the task’s magnitude and urgency. The
book challenges the traditional anthropocentric ethos and ontology, economic growthdogma, and programmes of ecological modernisation. It discusses options with
examples on different levels of analysis, from the individual to the global, addressing
the economic system, key sectors of society, alternative lifestyles, and experiences of
local communities. Examining key topics including human–nature relations and wealth
and justice, this book will be of great interest to students and scholars of environmental
and development studies, ecological economics, environmental governance and policy,
sustainable business, and sustainability science.
There is now widespread agreement that fish stocks are severely depleted and fishing
activity must be limited. At the same time, the promise of the green economy appears
to offer profitable new opportunities for a sustainable seafood industry. What do these
seemingly contradictory ideas of natural limits and green growth mean in practice?
What do they tell us more generally about current transformations to the way nature is
valued and managed? And who suffers and who benefits from these new ecological
arrangements? Far from abstract policy considerations, Patrick Bresnihan shows how
new approaches to environmental management are transforming the fisheries and
generating novel forms of exclusion in the process. Transforming the Fisheries
examines how scientific, economic, and regulatory responses to the problem of
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overfishing have changed over the past twenty years. Based on fieldwork in a
commercial fishing port in Ireland, Bresnihan weaves together ethnography, science,
history, and social theory to explore the changing relationships between knowledge,
nature, and the market. For Bresnihan, many of the key concepts that govern
contemporary environmental thinking—such as scarcity, sustainability, the commons,
and enclosure—should be reconsidered in light of the collapse of global fish stocks and
the different ways this problem is being addressed. Only by considering these concepts
anew can we begin to reinvent the ecological commons we need for the future.
In the same way that infrastructures such as transportation, electricity, sewage, and
water supply are widely assumed to be integrators of urban spaces, information
infrastructures are assumed to be integrators of information spaces. With the advent of
Web 2.0 and new types of information infrastructures such as online social networks
and smart mobile platforms, a more in-depth understanding of the various rights to
access, use, develop, and modify information infrastructure resources is necessary.
Perspectives and Implications for the Development of Information Infrastructures aims
at addressing this need by offering a fresh new perspective on information
infrastructure development. It achieves this by drawing on and adapting theory that was
initially developed to study natural resource commons arrangements such as inshore
fisheries, forests, irrigation systems, and pastures, while placing great emphasis on the
complex problems and social dilemmas that often arise in the negotiations.
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Does poverty lead to environmental degradation? Do degraded environments and
natural resources lead to poverty? Or, are there other forces at play? Is the relationship
between poverty and the environment really as straightforward as the vicious circle
portrayal of ‘poverty leading to environmental destruction leading to more poverty’
would suggest? Does it matter if the relationship is portrayed in this way? This book
suggests that it does matter. Arguing that such a portrayal is unhelpful and misleading,
the book brings together a diverse range of analytical frameworks and approaches that
can enable a much deeper investigation of the context and nature of povertyenvironment relationships. Analytical frameworks and approaches examined in the
book include political ecology, a gendered lens, Critical Institutionalism, the
Environmental Entitlements framework, the Institutional Analysis and Development
approach, the Sustainable Livelihoods Framework, wellbeing analysis, social network
analysis and frameworks for the analysis of the governance of natural resources.
Recommended further reading draws on published material from the last thirty years as
well as key contemporary publications, giving readers a steer towards essential texts
and authors within each subject area. Key themes running through the analytical
frameworks and approaches are identified and examined, including power, access,
institutions and scale.
This book develops and articulates a new perspective on the relationship between
natural resources and development by foregrounding issues of innovation, knowledge,
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and industrial dynamics. Despite growing academic attention to the relationship
between economic development and natural resources in social sciences, the issue has
received rather limited attention in the field of Innovation Studies. This is problematic
given the centrality of innovation and technological change for growth and
development. Against that background, this book makes three contributions. Firstly, it
summarizes and synthesizes existing insights about learning and innovation in Natural
Resource Based Industries. Secondly, it develops new insights based on original
research work. Thirdly, it distils and explains the remaining research challenges in the
field. Containing important insights for researchers, businesses, and policymakers, this
book will be useful to all those with an interest in navigating a natural resource based
development pathway. This book was originally published as a special issue of
Innovation and Development.
Proponents of globalization argue that it protects the global environment from
degradation and promotes worldwide sustainable economic growth while opponents
argue the exact opposite. Examining the local, national, and international impacts of
globalization, the Handbook of Globalization and the Environment explores strategies
and solutions that support healthy economic growth, protect the environment, and
create a more equitable world. The book sets the stage with coverage of global
environmental issues and policies. It explores international sustainable development,
the evolution of global warming policy, transborder air pollution, desertification, space
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and the global environment, and human right to water. Building on this foundation, the
editors discuss global environmental organizations and institutions with coverage of the
UN's role in globalization, the trade-environment nexus, the emergence of NGOs, and
an analysis of the state of global environmental knowledge and awareness from an
international and comparative perspective. Emphasizing the effects of increasingly
integrated global economy on the environment and society, the book examines
environmental management and accountability. It addresses green procurement,
provides an overview of U.S. environmental regulation and the current range of
voluntary and mandatory pollution prevention mechanisms in use, explores a twopronged approach to establishing a sustainable procurement model, and examines a
collaborative community-based approach to environmental regulatory compliance. The
book concludes with an analysis of controversial issues, such as eco-terrorism, NorthSouth disputes, environmental justice, the promotion of economic growth through
globalization in less developed countries, and the ability of scientists to communicate
ideas so that policy makers can use science in decision making.
Named a Notable Book for 2005 by the American Library Association, One with
Nineveh is a fresh synthesis of the major issues of our time, now brought up to date
with an afterword for the paperback edition. Through lucid explanations, telling
anecdotes, and incisive analysis, the book spotlights the three elephants in our global
living room-rising consumption, still-growing world population, and unchecked political
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and economic inequity-that together are increasingly shaping today's politics and
humankind's future. One with Nineveh brilliantly puts today's political and environmental
debates in a larger context and offers some bold proposals for improving our future
prospect.
In recent years, the field of study variously called local, indigenous or traditional
environmental knowledge (TEK) has experienced a crisis brought about by the
questioning of some of its basic assumptions. This has included reassessing notions
that scientific methods can accurately elicit and describe TEK or that incorporating it
into development projects will improve the physical, social or economic well-being of
marginalized peoples. The contributors to this volume argue that to accurately and
appropriately describe TEK, the historical and political forces that have shaped it, as
well as people's day-to-day engagement with the landscape around them must be
taken into account. TEK thus emerges, not as an easily translatable tool for
development experts, but as a rich and complex element of contemporary lives that
should be defined and managed by indigenous and local peoples themselves.
Winner of The Wildlife Society's 2009 Wildlife Publication Award for outstanding edited
book As human populations around the world continue to expand, reconciling nature
conservation with human needs and aspirations is imperative. The emergence in recent
decades of the academic field of human dimensions of fish and wildlife management is
a proactive response to this complex problem. Wildlife and Society brings together
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leading researchers in the range of specialties that are relevant to the study of human
dimensions of fish and wildlife work around the globe to provide theoretical and
historical context as well as a demonstration of tools, methodologies, and idea-sharing
for practical implementation and integration of practices. Chapters document the
progress on key issues and offer a multifaceted presentation of this truly
interdisciplinary field. The book • presents an overview of the changing culture of fish
and wildlife management; • considers social factors creating change in fish and wildlife
conservation; • explores how to build the social component into the philosophy of
wildlife management; • discusses legal and institutional factors; • examines social
perspectives on contemporary fish and wildlife management issues. Wildlife and
Society is uniquely comprehensive in its approach to presenting the past, present, and
future of human dimensions of fish and wildlife research and application. It offers
perspectives from a wide variety of academic disciplines as well as presenting the
views of practitioners from the United States, Europe, Africa, and Latin America. It is an
important new reference for anyone concerned with fish and wildlife management or
environmental conservation and protection.
As an important contribution to debates on property theory and the role of law in
creating, disputing, defining and refining property rights, this volume provides new
theoretical material on property systems, as well as new empirically grounded case
studies of the dynamics of property transformations. The property claimants discussed
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in these papers represent a diverse range of actors, including post-socialist states and
their citizens, those receiving restitution for past property losses in Africa, Southeast
Asia and in eastern Europe, collectives, corporate and individual actors. The volume
thus provides a comprehensive anthropological analysis not only of property structures
and ideologies, but also of property (and its politics) in action.
The "tragedy of the commons" is a central concept in human ecology and the study of
the environment. It has had tremendous value for stimulating research, but it only
describes the reality of human-environment interactions in special situations. Research
over the past thirty years has helped clarify how human motivations, rules governing
access to resources, the structure of social organizations, and the resource systems
themselves interact to determine whether or not the many dramas of the commons end
happily. In this book, leaders in the field review the evidence from several disciplines
and many lines of research and present a state-of-the-art assessment. They summarize
lessons learned and identify the major challenges facing any system of governance for
resource management. They also highlight the major challenges for the next decade:
making knowledge development more systematic; understanding institutions
dynamically; considering a broader range of resources (such as global and
technological commons); and taking into account the effects of social and historical
context. This book will be a valuable and accessible introduction to the field for students
and a resource for advanced researchers.
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Governance of Marine Fisheries and Biodiversity Conservationexplores governance of
the world’s oceans with a focus on theimpacts of two inter-connected but historically
separate streams ofgovernance: one for fisheries, the other for
biodiversityconservation. Chapters, most co-authored by leading expertsfrom both
streams, investigate the interaction of these governancestreams from ecological,
economic, social and legal perspectives,with emphasis on policies, institutions
processes, and outcomes onscales from the global to the local community, and with
coverage ofa range of themes and regions of the world. The book opens with chapters
setting the historical context for thetwo marine governance streams, and framing the
book’sexploration of whether, as the streams increasingly interact, therewill be merger
or collision, convergence or co-evolution. Theconcluding chapter synthesizes the
insights from throughout thebook, relative to the questions posed in the
openingchapters. It also draws conclusions about future needs anddirections in the
governance of marine fisheries and biodiversity,vital to the future of the world’s oceans.
With cutting edge chapters written by many leading internationalexperts in fisheries
management and biodiversity conservation, andedited by three leading figures in this
crucially importantsubject, Governance of Marine Fisheries and
BiodiversityConservation is an essential purchase for fisheries scientists,economists,
resource managers and policymakers, and all thoseworking in fields of biodiversity
conservation, marine ecology, andcoastal livelihoods. Libraries in all universities and
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researchestablishments where environmental and/or marine studies,conservation,
ocean policy and law, biological and life sciences,and fisheries management are
studied and taught, should have copiesof this most important book.
The school of thought surrounding the urban ecosystem has increasingly become in
vogue among researchers worldwide. Since half of the world’s population lives in cities,
urban ecosystem services have become essential to human health and wellbeing.
Rapid urban growth has forced sustainable urban developers to rethink important steps
by updating and, to some degree, recreating the human–ecosystem service linkage.
Assessing, as well as estimating the losses of ecosystem services can denote the
essential effects of urbanization and increasingly indicate where cities fall short. This
book contains 13 thoroughly refereed contributions published within the Special Issue
“Urban Ecosystem Services”. The book addresses topics such as nature-based
solutions, green space planning, green infrastructure, rain gardens, climate change,
and more. The contributions highlight new findings for landscape architects, urban
planners, and policymakers. Important future cities research is considered by looking at
the system connectivity between the social and ecological sphere—via varying forms of
urban planning, management, and governance. The book is supported by methods and
models that utilize an urban sustainability and ecosystem service-centric focus by
adding knowledge-base and real-world solutions into the urbanization phenomenon.
How do dominant views and arguments about environmental problems traverse and
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connect international and public law?
Biodiversity conservation and poverty alleviation are bothimportant societal goals
demanding increasing internationalattention. While they may seem to be unrelated, the
internationalpolicy frameworks that guide action to address them make anexplicit
assumption that conserving biodiversity will help totackle global poverty. Part of the
Conservation Science andPractice Series published with the Zoological Society
ofLondon, this book explores the validity of that assumption. Thebook addresses a
number of critical questions: Which aspects of biodiversity are of value to the poor?
Does the relationship between biodiversity and poverty differaccording to particular
ecological conditions? How do different conservation interventions vary in theirpoverty
impacts? How do distributional and institutional issues affect thepoverty impacts of
interventions? How do broader issues such as climate change and the globaleconomic
system affect the biodiversity – povertyrelationship at different scales? This volume will
be of interest to policy-makers, practitionersand researchers concerned with
understanding the potential -and limitations - of integrated approaches to
biodiversityconservation and poverty alleviation.
Key Words: forestry, legal pluralism, land tenure, property rights, rainforest,
conservation
This book offers the first critical, multi-disciplinary study of how the concepts of
resilience and the Anthropocene have combined to shape contemporary thought and
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governmental practice. Faced with the climate catastrophe of the Anthropocene,
theorists and policymakers are increasingly turning to ‘sustainable’, ‘creative’ and
‘bottom-up’ imaginaries of governance. The book brings together cutting-edge insights
from leading geographers, international relations scholars and philosophers to explore
how the concepts of resilience and the Anthropocene challenge and transform
prevailing understandings of Earth, space, time and knowledge, and how these
transformations reshape governance, ethics and critique today. This book examines
how the Anthropocene calls into question established categories through which modern
societies have tended to make sense of the world and engage in critical reflection and
analysis. It also considers how resilience approaches attempt to re-stabilize these
categories – and the ethical and political effects that result from these resilience-based
efforts. Offering innovative insights into the problem of how environmental change is
known and governed in the Anthropocene, this book will be of interest to students in
fields such as geography, international relations, anthropology, science and technology
studies, sociology, and the environmental humanities.
This special issue focuses on the Scientific forum held at the beginning of the
International Technical Conference on Animal Genetic Resources for Food and
Agriculture, which took place in Interlaken, Switzerland, in September 2007
What is the source of our environmental problems? Why is there in modern societies a
persistent tendency to environmental damage? From within neoclassical economic
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theory there is a straightforward answer to those questions: it is because environmental
goods and harms are unpriced. They come free. This position runs up against a view
which runs in entirely the opposite direction, that our environmental problems have their
source not in a failure to apply market norms rigorously enough, but in the very spread
of these market mechanisms and norms. The source of environmental problems lies in
part in the spread of markets both in real geographical terms across the globe and
through the introduction of markets mechanisms and norms into spheres of life that
previously have been protected from markets. In this book, John O’Neill conducts a
thorough examination of these two opposing viewpoints covering a discussion of the
ethical boundaries of markets, the role of private property rights in environmental
protection, the nature of sustainability and the valuation of goods over time. This book
is essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students studying courses in
ecological and environmental economics.
Conventional management approaches cannot meet the challenges faced by ocean
and coastal ecosystems today. Consequently, national and international bodies have
called for a shift toward more comprehensive ecosystem-based marine management.
Synthesizing a vast amount of current knowledge, Ecosystem-Based Management for
the Oceans is a comprehensive guide to utilizing this promising new approach. At its
core, ecosystem-based management (EBM) is about acknowledging connections.
Instead of focusing on the impacts of single activities on the delivery of individual
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ecosystem services, EBM focuses on the array of services that we receive from marine
systems, the interactive and cumulative effects of multiple human activities on these
coupled ecological and social systems, and the importance of working towards common
goals across sectors. Ecosystem-Based Management for the Oceans provides a
conceptual framework for students and professionals who want to understand and
utilize this powerful approach. And it employs case studies that draw on the
experiences of EBM practitioners to demonstrate how EBM principles can be applied to
real-world problems. The book emphasizes the importance of understanding the factors
that contribute to social and ecological resilience —the extent to which a system can
maintain its structure, function, and identity in the face of disturbance. Utilizing the
resilience framework, professionals can better predict how systems will respond to a
variety of disturbances, as well as to a range of management alternatives. EcosystemBased Management for the Oceans presents the latest science of resilience, while it
provides tools for the design and implementation of responsive EBM solutions.
First published in 2006. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Digital technology has made culture more accessible than ever before. Texts, audio, pictures
and video can easily be produced, disseminated, used and remixed using devices that are
increasingly user-friendly and affordable. However, along with this technological
democratization comes a paradoxical flipside: the norms regulating culture's use - copyright
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and related rights - have become increasingly restrictive. This book brings together essays by
academics, librarians, entrepreneurs, activists and policy makers, who were all part of the EUfunded Communia project. Together the authors argue that the Public Domain - that is, the
informational works owned by all of us, be that literature, music, the output of scientific
research, educational material or public sector information - is fundamental to a healthy
society. The essays range from more theoretical papers on the history of copyright and the
Public Domain, to practical examples and case studies of recent projects that have engaged
with the principles of Open Access and Creative Commons licensing. The book is essential
reading for anyone interested in the current debate about copyright and the Internet. It opens
up discussion and offers practical solutions to the difficult question of the regulation of culture
at the digital age.
Rapid environmental change calls for individuals and societies with an ability to transform our
interactions with each other and the ecosystems upon which we depend. Adaptive capacity the ability of a social-ecological system (or the components of that system) to be robust to
disturbances and capable of responding to changes - is increasingly recognized as a critical
attribute of multi-level environmental governance. This unique volume offers the first
interdisciplinary and integrative perspective on an emerging area of applied scholarship, with
contributions from internationally recognized researchers and practitioners. It demonstrates
how adaptive capacity makes environmental governance possible in complex social-ecological
systems. Cutting-edge theoretical developments are explored and empirical case studies
offered from a wide range of geographic settings and natural resource contexts, such as water,
climate, fisheries and forestry. • Of interest to researchers, policymakers and resource
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managers seeking to navigate and understand social-ecological change in diverse geographic
settings and resource contexts
The precautionary principle, or precautionary approach, is now widely accepted in
environmental law and policy at international and, increasingly, national level. However, the
principle remains highly controversial, its meaning contested, its acceptance and
implementation inconsistent across sectors and contexts and its impacts unclear. This paper
aims to inform and assist IUCN and its members in developing greater shared understanding
of the meaning and implementation of the principle in the context of biodiversity conservation
and natural resource management, respecting priorities of both conservation and sustainable
development. It examines the meaning of the precautionary principle and its incorporation into
biodiversity and resource management law and policy, and discusses a series of issues raised
by its implementation in this sector for biodiversity conservation and for livelihoods and poverty
alleviation.
The management of common pool resources and publicly-owned areas is fraught with
difficulty. This book explores the long, complex, and frequently contentious history of public
lands management in the United States in order to draw lessons for the emerging field of
marine spatial planning (MSP). The author first establishes that these two seemingly different
settings are in fact remarkably similar, drawing on established theories of policy analysis. The
work then examines the management of US National Forests over the past 120 years,
including three place-based case studies, to discover recurring themes. The analysis shows
how different management approaches evolved over time in response to changing laws and
cultural norms, producing outcomes favored by different constituencies. This history also
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reveals the ambiguities and contradictions inherent in multiple-use management of any public
space. Next, the book analyzes recent efforts to advance MSP, both in the US and globally,
showing how they mirror past experiences in National Forest management, including similar
disagreements among stakeholders. In conclusion the author suggests how those within oceanrelated sectors – government, academia, industry, and environmental groups – might achieve
their individual and collective goals more effectively based on lessons from the public lands
setting.
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